Visual and auditory naming in patients with left or bilateral temporal lobe epilepsy.
Impairment on visual naming tests is relatively common among temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients. Recent reports suggested that the ability to name objects on the basis of their descriptions is an even more sensitive and perhaps more ecologically valid measure of naming problems among left hemisphere TLE patients. To further explore the nature of dysnomia in TLE, the current study assessed a group of patients with either left or bilateral TLE (n=16) and a group of healthy controls (n=11) on computerized measures of naming to description or auditory naming (AN) and visual naming (VN). Both speed and accuracy scores on AN distinguished patients from controls better than VN scores. There was a trend for AN speed, but not other naming test variables, to be associated with self-reported word finding problems. AN speed and accuracy, but not VN scores, correlated significantly with a broad range of other cognitive test scores. In summary, AN speed and accuracy are sensitive indexes of cognitive dysfunction in TLE patients. AN may be an appropriate analogue of the word finding demands of conversational speech because of its multiple neuropsychological demands. These results provide further evidence of the potential value of AN assessment in TLE patients. Further study of the cognitive processes required during AN, its relation to word finding problems in discourse, and the effect of anterior temporal lobectomy on this ability is warranted.